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1.Which property should be used to find the repository where the configuration changes made in the Web 

Console are saved?  

A. Persistent Identity (PID)  

B. Reference Repository  

C. Component.id  

D. Component.name  

Answer: A  

Explanation:  

Reference: http://docs.adobe.com/docs/en/cq/5-6-1/deploying/configuring_osgi.html  

 

2.How do you disable the “Target” context menu item on components in AEM 6.0?  

A. Set the property “cq: disable Targeting” to true on the dialog node.  

B. Set the property “cq: disable Targeting” to true on the component node.  

C. Set the property “cq: disable Targeting” to true on the cq: editConfig node.  

D. Set the property “cq: disable Targeting” to true on the cq: editConfig/cq: listeners node.  

Answer: C  

Explanation: 

Reference: http://docs.adobe.com/docs/en/cq/5-6-1/developing/components.html  

 

3.Which statement about the usage of declarative services while creating an OSGi component is true?  

A. ©Property annotation is used to reference to other services from the component by component runtime  

B. ©Reference annotation is optional and used to define properties available to the component  

C. ©Component annotation is the only required annotationand missing which will NOT declare the class 

as component  

D. ©Service annotation is required and describes which service Interface Is served by thecomponent  

Answer: C  

Explanation: 

Reference:  

http://felix.apache.org/documentation/subprojects/apache-felix-maven-scr-plugin/scrannotations.html  

 

4.Which three statements about replicate permissions on a resource are true? (Choose three).  

A. The replication rights are evaluated bottom-up in the node tree.  

B. The allow replication rights has higher precedence than deny replication rights.  

C. To grant replication rights to a user on any resource, user has to have read permissions 

for/etc/replication, /bin.  

D. The allow replication rights has lower precedence than deny replication rights.  

Answer: A,B,C  

Explanation: 

Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/docs/en/aem/6-0/administer/security/security.html  

 

5.What are three causes if Dispatcher stopped updating cache files in the cache directory on the 

Webserver? (Choose three).  

A. The request to the page in question contain query string parameters.  

B. The request to the page in question has authorization headers and dispatcher.any does not contain 
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\allowAuthorized.  

C. Dispatcher Flush agent is disabled on publish instance.  

D. The request URI of the page in question should always start with /content.  

Answer: A,B,D  

Explanation: 

Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/docs/en/dispatcher/disp-config.html   


